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Introduction 
A body temperature thermometer has a probe head assembly which 
includes a first detector, such as a thermopile, for induce a first output 
signal symbolic of a measure of infrared radiation impinge thereon. A 
processor is connected to the sensors for draining the output signal to 
decide a body temperature of the person apply a scale mapping of a 
majority of target temperatures to correspondent output signals taken 
over a predestined range of surrounding temperatures. A display is 
guided by the processor for supplying a user with a visible mark of 
the determined body temperature.

The motive for the study asserts some theoretic form. The study 
investigated issue students experience in complete the unit activities, 
issue the teacher face in facilitating the transfer of the part to her 
students, and project to correct and raise these types of teaching 
scheme.

Materials and Method 
Many subjects participated in this way. These were students of 
Bahauddin Zakariya University, Multan, Pakistan. Question about 
study time asked by them and made relation of study and temperature 
[1-12]. 

Results and Discussion 
135 students participated in this project. The blue line show time 
of (0-4) and brown line show time of (4-8) hour.

Graph 1: Comparison of male study (0-4) and (4-8) hour

Graph 2: Comparison of female study (0-4) and (4-8) hour
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Abstract
Objective of the study was to correlate study and temperature. A processor is connected to the sensors for 
draining the output signal to decide a body temperature of the person apply a scale mapping of a majority of 
target temperatures to correspondent output signals taken over a predestined range of surrounding temperatures. 
The motive for the study asserts some theoretic form. It was concluded from the study that male with low 
temperature study more and female with high temperature study more. 
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Conclusions 
It was concluded from the study that male with low temperature 
study more and female with high temperature study more. 
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